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Abstract
DNA-based monitoring methods are potentially faster and cheaper compared to traditional morphological benthic identification. 
DNA metabarcoding involves various methodological choices which can introduce bias leading to a different outcome in biodiver
sity patterns. Therefore, it is important to harmonize DNA metabarcoding protocols to allow comparison across studies and this 
requires a good understanding of the effect of methodological choices on diversity estimates. This study investigated the impact of 
DNA and PCR replicates on the detection of macrobenthos species in locations with high, medium and low diversity. Our results 
show that two to three DNA replicates were needed in locations with a high and medium diversity to detect at least 80% of the 
species found in the six DNA replicates, while three to four replicates were needed in the location with low diversity. In contrast 
to general belief, larger body size or higher abundance of the species in a sample did not increase its detection prevalence among 
DNA replicates. However, rare species were less consistently detected across all DNA replicates of the location with high diversity 
compared to locations with less diversity. Our results further show that pooling of DNA replicates did not significantly alter diversity 
patterns, although a small number of rare species was lost. Finally, our results confirm high variation in species detection between 
PCR replicates, especially for the detection of rare species. These results contribute to create reliable, time and cost efficient me
tabarcoding protocols for the characterization of macrobenthos.
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Introduction
Marine and coastal ecosystems are highly valuable envi
ronments as they deliver many ecosystem services (Daily 
et al. 2009; Duncan et al. 2015) and functions (Duncan 
et al. 2015) to society. Sustainable marine exploitation is 
thus important to ensure a healthy marine environment, 
and therefore, evaluation of the potential effects of human 
activities is needed through environmental impact assess
ments (EIAs). Such assessments typically use macroben
thic communities as indicators (Van Hoey et al. 2010), 
because they rapidly respond to environmental changes. 

Traditionally, macrobenthic species identification for 
EIAs is based on morphological characteristics, but po
tentially faster and cheaper methods, like DNA metabar
coding, have been successfully applied to monitor human 
impacts in marine environments (Chariton et al. 2010; 
Bik et al. 2012; Pawlowski et al. 2014; Lejzerowicz et al. 
2015; Lobo et al. 2017; Aylagas et al. 2016).

DNA metabarcoding of macrobenthos uses bulk DNA, 
extracted from the organisms in the samples. Through 
PCR, a portion of the mitochondrial COI gene is am
plified using specific primers and amplification condi
tions, followed by next generation sequencing (Baird and 
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Hajibabaei 2012). When using Illumina’s sequencing by 
synthesis, the COI PCR products are loaded onto a flow 
cell and modified nucleotides with a fluorescent tag bind 
to the PCR template strand during bridge amplification. 
Millions of copies are amplified by cluster generation, 
and this fluorescent signal is translated into sequences in 
a process called base calling. Since multiple species in 
many samples can be sequenced in a single instrument 
run, processing time of samples is substantially reduced 
compared to morphological identification (Aylagas et al. 
2018). After data analysis, the obtained sequences are 
linked to taxonomic names by comparing them to DNA 
sequences of morphologically identified specimens in 
private or public reference databases. To be applicable in 
EIAs, a standardized protocol that allows for reproduci
ble and reliable DNA metabarcoding results is a prerequi
site (Darling et al. 2017; Goodwin et al. 2017; Hering et 
al. 2018; Pawlowski et al. 2018).

A recent literature review on DNA metabarcoding for 
marine macrobenthos showed the large variation in meth
odological steps between different studies (van der Loos 
and Nijland 2020). Specifically, DNA extraction and PCR 
amplification were pinpointed for possibly introducing 
bias in macrobenthos diversity estimates. After collec
tion, macrobenthos samples are sieved and organisms are 
blended to a homogeneous solution (Aylagas et al. 2016). 
Next, a subsample is taken from the homogenous “soup” 
for DNA extraction. In theory, this subsample should con
tain the DNA of all species present in the sample. Yet, 
variation in taxonomic composition between subsamples 
is observed for meiofauna in sediment samples, even af
ter sieving to counteract for the heterogeneous distribu
tion (Brannock and Halanych 2015), as well as for deep 
sea benthos (Lejzerowicz et al. 2014). Therefore, taking 
subsamples for DNA extractions, from now on referred to 
as DNA replicates, has been suggested to increase relia
bility of species detection (Feinstein et al. 2009; Lanzen 
et al. 2017). Intuitively, communities with higher diversi
ty may require more DNA replicates to detect all species. 
Often, the separate DNA extractions are generally pooled 
together for further processing (Aylagas et al. 2016; Hol
latz et al. 2017), to decrease costs and processing time of 
the metabarcoding protocol. When DNA extractions are 
pooled, less volume is taken from the separate DNA ex
tractions, which decreases the chance to find rare species. 
This has been demonstrated in a study on detecting fresh 
water fishes in eDNA samples (Sato et al. 2017), where 
DNA concentrations are typically very low. The impact 
of pooling for bulk macrobenthos communities on the de
tection of species has hitherto not been investigated.

Another important step in the metabarcoding proto
col that can introduce bias is PCR amplification. PCR is 
a stochastic process, because a molecule will be either 
replicated or not based on whether the primers were able 
to sufficiently bind during each PCR cycle. The impact 
of primer choice on species detection is well known (El
brecht and Leese 2017; Lobo et al. 2017; Braukmann et 
al. 2019; Derycke et al. 2021), but the number of PCR 

replicates can also affect the detected diversity (Dopheide 
et al. 2018). PCR replicates, where the same DNA extract 
is amplified in separate PCR reactions, can decrease the 
stochasticity of this process (Leray and Knowlton 2015). 
Increasing the number of PCR replicates increases the 
number of detected species, especially rare species, but 
this also increases work and costs. Taking three PCR repli
cates in faeces from bats showed that approximately 72% 
of the species present in the separate PCR replicates were 
unique (Alberdi et al. 2017). In contrast, PCR replicates 
did not significantly contribute to the explained variation 
in community composition of freshwater macrobenthos 
(Martins et al. 2019). The use of three PCR replicates has 
been suggested for macrobenthic communities (Bourlat 
et al. 2016; Leray and Knowlton 2017), but a recent liter
ature review on marine metabarcoding found that 48% of 
the investigated studies did not perform PCR replicates 
(van der Loos and Nijland 2020).

In this study, we evaluated the effect of DNA and PCR 
replicates, as well as the effect of pooling DNA replicates 
before PCR amplification on alpha and beta diversity of 
macrobenthos. We considered that the impact of technical 
replication may be linked to the diversity of the sampled 
communities and therefore sampled three macrobenthic 
communities in the Belgian part of the North Sea, char
acterized by low, medium and high diversity (Breine et 
al. 2018). First, we investigated bias in species detection 
introduced by DNA extraction by sequencing six DNA 
replicates of all biological samples collected in the three 
macrobenthos communities. Second, we investigated 
whether pooling the DNA extractions, as well as the 
number of pooled DNA extracts, would affect alpha and 
beta diversity patterns. Pooling multiple DNA extractions 
before PCR reduces the number of samples further in 
the metabarcoding process and would decrease time and 
costs. Third, we investigated PCR bias, by sequencing a 
subset of the DNA extractions in three separate PCR re
actions. These results contribute to create time and cost 
efficient protocols yielding reliable and robust results for 
macrobenthos monitoring.

Material and methods

Sample collection

Sampling was carried out at three different locations in 
the Belgian Part of the North Sea (BPNS), covering mac
robenthic communities with low, medium and high diver
sity (Breine et al. 2018) (Suppl. material 1: Fig. S1). Each 
community is named after the indicator species, i.e. the 
species that contributed most to within cluster group sim
ilarity (Breine et al. 2018). The Limecola balthica com
munity in location ZVL represents a low diverse com
munity (around 6 species per sample) with fine muddy 
sediment and low bioturbation. The Hesionura elonga-
ta community in location 840 represents a medium di
verse community (around 14 species per sample) with an 
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offshore coarse sandy habitat. The Abra alba community 
in location 120 represents a highly diverse community 
(around 26 species per sample) with coastal fine muddy 
sand and a high bioturbation potential. In each location, 
three Van Veen grabs were taken as biological replicates 
(A, B and C). The sediment was sieved on a 1 mm sieve 
and animals remaining on the sieve were fixed in ethanol 
and stored at -20 °C until further processing.

Sample processing and morphological identification

The samples were further processed as described in Dery
cke et al. (2021), following the protocol outlined by Ayla
gas et al. (2016). Samples were decanted using a 1 mm 
sieve and tap water until no specimens were recovered from 
the samples (varying from 6 to 13 times). The specimens 
on the sieve were stored in ethanol, while the remaining 
material (e.g. shells) was screened for heavier specimens, 
which were picked and added to the decanted material in 
ethanol. To compare with the traditional method based on 
morphological species identification, one replicate from 
each location (ZVL-A, 840-C, 120-B) was identified mor
phologically up to species level, except for juveniles which 
were identified up to genus level, and specimens belonging 
to Nemertea, Anthozoa and Oligochaeta, which were iden
tified up to phylum, class and order level, respectively. The 
collected specimens in ethanol were mixed with a blender 
or a mortar and pestle for samples with less than 100 ml to 
obtain a homogenous bulk solution.

Experimental set-up and library preparation

DNA Replicates

Of each biological replicate, six subsamples of 2 ml were 
taken from the bulk solution for DNA extraction, resulting 
in 18 subsamples per location (Fig. 1). After centrifuging 
these 2 ml Eppendorf tubes, the supernatant was removed 
with a pipet. The remaining ethanol was evaporated by 
incubating the Eppendorf tubes with open lids at 50 °C 
for one hour. After transferring the pellet to a 2 ml tube 
with beads from the DNeasy PowerSoil Kit (QIAGEN, 
Hilden), 10 µl of Proteinase K (20 mg/ml) was added for 
the lysing step. The rest of the DNA extraction was done 
following the protocol provided by the manufacturer. The 
PCR amplification consisted of two steps. The first step 
was performed with primers that amplify 313 bp of the 
Folmer region (Leray et al. 2013), in triplicate. The PCR 
mix contained 8.5 µl nuclease free water, 12.5 µl 2× KAPA 
HiFi HotStart ReadyMix, 0.75 µl of the forward primer 
(MICOIintF with Illumina adaptor 10 µM) and 0.75 µl of 
the reverse primer (jgHCO2198 with Illumina adaptor 10 
µM). The primer sequences can be found in Suppl. mate
rial 2: Table S1. After adding 2.5 µL of the DNA extract, 
this mix was incubated using the following PCR condi
tions: initial denaturation for 3 min at 95 °C, 35 cycles of 
denaturation for 30 s at 98 °C, annealing for 30 s at 57 
°C and extension for 30 s at 72 °C, and a final extension 
for 1 min at 72 °C. The three PCR replicates were pooled 

Figure 1. Experimental set-up. Three locations, with a low, medium or high diversity, were sampled and in each location, three Van 
Veen grab samples (biological replicates A, B and C) were taken. To test the effect of technical replicates on the alpha and beta di
versity, six subsamples of each biological replicate were taken for DNA extractions (DNA replicates 1 to 6). In two locations (LOW 
and HIGH), three separate PCR amplifications were sequenced of one DNA extraction (PCR replicates 1 to 3). To test the effect of 
pooling multiple DNA replicates, three combinations of two, four or six DNA replicates were pooled before amplification (Pooled 
DNA replicates for each number of pooled DNA extracts).
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together in one tube, of which 25 µl of the pooled PCR 
product was used for purification using 20 µl Ampure XP 
beads and eluted in 50 µl TE-buffer. For the second step, 
the index PCR, 2.5 µl of the purified PCR product was 
added to a PCR mix containing 5 µl nuclease free water, 
12.5 µl 2× KAPA HiFi HotStart ReadyMix and 2.5 µl of 
each index primer (Nextera XT). PCR conditions for the 
index PCR were: initial denaturation for 3 min at 95 °C, 
8 cycles of denaturation for 30 s at 95 °C, annealing for 
30 s at 55 °C and extension for 30 s at 72 °C, and a final 
extension for 3 min at 72 °C. To confirm the success of 
the index PCR, five samples from PCR1 and the index 
PCR were loaded on the Qiaxcel (QIAGEN, Hilden). Af
ter measuring with the Quantus (Promega, Madison), the 
indexed PCR products were equimolarly pooled and sent 
for sequencing using the Illumina Miseq 2*300 bp plat
form (sequenced by Admera Heath Biopharma Services, 
New Jersey).

Pooled DNA extractions

Pooling can decrease the processing time of the DNA me
tabarcoding protocol. To investigate the effect of pooling 
on the detected diversity with metabarcoding, two, four, 
and six DNA extracts were pooled before the PCR step. 
Each level of pooling was performed in triplicate with 
different randomly chosen DNA extracts from the DNA 
replicates experiment. This was done for the morphologi
cally identified replicate from each location (ZVL-A, 840-
C, 120-B). In total, nine pooled DNA extractions for each 
location were made (Fig. 1). Pooling of multiple DNA 
extractions was followed by PCR amplification and se
quencing as explained above. The specific combinations 
of DNA extracts used for pooling can be found in Figure 1.

PCR replicates

To assess variation between PCR replicates, the three 
PCR products of a subset of samples were processed in
dividually for the index PCR and sequencing, under the 
same conditions as described above. PCR products of one 
DNA extract of each biological replicate (A6, B6 and C6) 
in the lowest and highest diversity locations (ZVL and 
120) were used. This resulted in an additional 18 samples 
(Fig. 1).

The sequencing datasets and corresponding metadata 
generated for this study can be found as BioProject in the 
online NCBI repository under accession number PRJ
NA683870.

Processing of raw reads

The quality of demultiplexed reads was checked with 
MultiQC (Ewels et al. 2016) and forward and reverse 
primers were removed using Trimmomatic (Bolger et al. 
2014). Amplicon sequence variants (ASVs) were gen
erated with the DADA2 pipeline in the dada2 v1.17.0 
package (Callahan et al. 2016) in R v4.0.2 (R Core Team 

2020). The maximum number of errors allowed in a read 
was set to three, while for all other filtering parameters 
standard settings were used. Reads were further trimmed 
by removing parts with a quality score lower than 30. 
Unique reads were determined, merged and filtered for 
chimeras for each sample. A reference database was 
composed of in-house COI sequences of macrobenthos 
from multiple monitoring campaigns in the Belgian Part 
of the North Sea, complemented by Bold COI sequences 
of macrobenthic species living in this area, resulting in 
324 COI sequences from 289 species. With the assign
Taxonomy function in the dada2 package, this reference 
database was used for taxonomic assignment of the se
quences, by implementing the Ribosomal Database Proj
ect (RDP) Classifier (Wang et al. 2007). Standard settings 
were used, except for the minimum bootstrap confidence 
parameter, which was set to 80. To compare the taxonom
ic assignment of ASVs at the different taxonomic levels 
between the different stations, a barplot was made. The 
unassigned ASVs were also matched against the NCBI 
nt database using Blastn. Taxonomic assignments were 
taken into account when qcov >75 and pident >90. The 
total number of reads were compared between the differ
ent DNA replicates, the pooled DNA extractions and the 
PCR replicates and visualized by barplots in R.

Alpha diversity of DNA metabarcoding datasets

To take into account the different sequencing depth when 
comparing alpha diversity, samples of DNA replicates 
and pooled DNA extractions were rarified at 24,000 
reads, while samples of PCR replicates were rarified at 
12,000 reads. These numbers were a tradeoff between 
reaching the plateau of the rarefaction curves and remov
ing a minimum of samples. Samples with lower number 
of reads were discarded from the dataset, resulting in four 
removed samples in total: three samples of DNA repli
cates (ZVL-A-1, ZVL-A-2, 120-C-6) and one sample of 
PCR replicates (120-C-3).

To assess whether number of ASVs and number of spe
cies were significantly different between locations with 
low, medium and high diversity, nested ANOVA’s were 
conducted with factors diversity (levels: Low, Medium and 
High) and biological replicate (levels: A, B and C) nested 
within diversity, separately for the DNA or PCR replicate 
datasets. Assumptions for the ANOVA test were checked 
by making plots and performing a Levene test and a Shap
iro test for investigating the homogeneity of the variances 
and the normality of the data, respectively. When the as
sumption for normality was not met, data were transformed 
with the reciprocal transformation 1/x. In case the Shapiro 
test remained significant after transformation, normality 
was assumed when the values in the center of the Quan
tile-Quantile plot fitted within the 95% confidence interval.

To investigate the effect of DNA and PCR replicates 
on ASV and species richness, the ASVs and species 
uniquely found in one replicate and shared between all 
replicates were investigated using upset plots with the R 
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package UpSet R v1.4.0 (Conway et al. 2017). The num
ber of shared and unique ASVs and species per biological 
replicate in each location, as well as the number shared 
between two to five replicates were calculated in per
centages and visualized in barplots. Using the R package 
vegan v2.5-6 (Dixon 2003), accumulation curves were 
constructed to investigate the increase in ASVs and spe
cies richness with increasing number of DNA and PCR 
replicates. Upset plots were made to assess the number 
of shared and unique species for the morphological and 
metabarcode datasets (DNA and PCR replicates). For the 
DNA metabarcode dataset, species detected in all six rep
licates and uniquely in one replicate were listed. For each 
species, the corresponding size class was given based on 
a previous study (Derycke et al. 2021). If the species was 
also found in the morphologically identified sample, the 
abundance (counts) was given.

To investigate the effect of pooled DNA extractions 
on ASV and species richness, differences in the number 
of ASVs and species between the pooled DNA extrac
tions were tested with a two-way ANOVA with factors 
diversity (levels: High, Medium and Low) and number 
of pooled DNA extracts (levels: 2, 4 or 6). Assumptions 
for the ANOVA test (homogeneity of the variances and 
normality of the data) were checked by making plots and 
performing a Levene test and a Shapiro test, respectively. 
When the assumption for the normality was not met, data 
were transformed with the reciprocal transformation 1/x. 
When this transformation did not give a normal distribu
tion, the tests were still applied if the values fitted within 
the 95% confidence interval at the center of the Quan
tile-Quantile plot. Furthermore, we assessed the observed 
number of species and the mean number of expected spe
cies, each for two, four and six pooled DNA extractions. 
The observed number of species represents the sequenc
ing results of the pooled DNA extractions, while the mean 
number of expected species is calculated as the mean 
number of species observed in the different separate DNA 
extractions that were used for pooling. For each diversity 
level, a two-way ANOVA with factors number of pooled 
DNA extracts (levels: 2, 4 or 6) and number of species 
(levels: Observed or Expected) was conducted. Assump
tions for the ANOVA’s were checked as explained above. 
To investigate the unique and shared species between the 
separate and pooled DNA extractions, upset plots were 
made using the R package UpSetR v1.4.0. The number of 
shared and unique species in each location were calculat
ed in percentages and visualized in barplots.

Beta diversity analyses of DNA metabarcoding datasets

To investigate variation in community composition be
tween biological and DNA replicates, non-metric mul
tidimensional scaling (nMDS) plots based on Jaccard 
(Jaccard 1912) or Bray-Curtis (Edward 1984) dissimilar
ity indices were constructed, using the R package vegan 
v2.5-6. To compare the species communities between the 
different DNA replicates, a nested PERMANOVA was 

conducted with diversity (Low, Medium and High) as 
main effect and biological replicate (A, B and C) nest
ed in diversity. This PERMANOVA was performed with 
the function Adonis from the R package vegan v2.5-6, 
using 9999 permutations. A distance dispersion test and 
permutest were used to test the homogeneity of disper
sion in the samples with the R package vegan v2.5-6. To 
compare the species communities between the different 
pooled replicates, a two-way PERMANOVA was con
ducted, with the two main effects diversity (Low, Medi
um and High) and number of pooled DNA extractions (2, 
4 and 6).

Results

Species composition based on morphological identifi-
cation

One biological replicate from each location (120-B, 840-
C, ZVL-A) was identified morphologically up to species 
level. Respectively 3, 10 and 39 species were identified in 
the sample (0.1 m²) with low (ZVL-A), medium (840-C) 
and high (120-B) diversity. A detailed list of all species 
found in each of the samples is presented in Suppl. mate
rial 2: Table S2.

Processing of raw reads

After filtering, the number of reads for the different tech
nical replicates ranged between 215 and 225,722. A de
tailed table with the number of reads after each filtering 
step for each replicate can be found in Suppl. material 
2: Table S3. The average number of reads per biologi
cal replicate ranged between 15,308 and 173,523 (Suppl. 
material 1: Fig. S3a–c). The mean number of ASVs per 
biological replicate ranged between 25 and 191 (Suppl. 
material 1: Fig. S3d–f). After taxonomic assignment, 
only 8%–26% of the ASVs per biological replicate could 
be assigned to the species level (Suppl. material 1: Fig. 
S4). The number of assigned and unassigned ASV per 
taxon level for the whole dataset can be found in Sup
pl. material 2: Table S4. After matching the unassigned 
ASVs against the NCBI database using Blastn, only 8% 
received reliable taxonomic assignment. To account for 
variation in read numbers, samples were rarified for fur
ther analyses of alpha and beta diversity.

Alpha diversity based on DNA metabarcoding

DNA replicates

The three locations were chosen based on their macro
benthos species diversity. As expected, the nested ANO
VA showed that the number of ASVs and the number of 
assigned species differed significantly between locations 
with different diversity, and increased from the locations 
with low (ZVL), medium (840) and high (120) diversity 
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(Table 1; Suppl. material 1: Fig. S5: ASVs: a; Species: d). 
In addition to a significant difference between locations, a 
significant difference between biological replicates with
in locations for the number of ASVs was also observed 
(Table 1).

Despite the fact that DNA was extracted from the 
same biological sample, the majority of ASVs (62%–
86%) were uniquely found in one DNA replicate (Fig. 
2a). In contrast, only 4%–18% of the ASVs were shared 
between the six DNA replicates in each biological rep
licate (Fig. 2a). At the species level, 18%–52% of the 
detected species were shared between the six DNA rep
licates (Fig. 2b), and these species were represented by 
81% of the reads in the whole dataset. The location with 
the lowest morphological diversity (ZVL) had the high
est number of species that were uniquely found in one 
DNA replicate (41%–50%, Fig. 2b), but species unique
ly found in only one replicate for the different biologi
cal replicates were represented by only 14% of the total 
reads in the dataset.

Irrespective of diversity, species uniquely found in 
one DNA replicate or shared by all six DNA replicates 
show similar distribution of the size classes and abun
dance classes (Suppl. material 2: Table S8; Suppl. mate
rial 1: Fig. S6). However, for the different communities 
separately, smaller species were more often detected 
uniquely in one replicate than in all six replicates (57% 
vs 28%, respectively) in the location with high diversi
ty. Furthermore, low abundant species (<5 specimens) 
were only slightly more found uniquely in one DNA 
replicate than in all six DNA replicates in the location 
with high diversity (63% vs 50%; Suppl. material 2: Ta
ble S8; Suppl. material 1: Fig. S6). These effects of size 
and abundance were not observed in the location with 
medium and low diversity.

Accumulation plots, to investigate the number of DNA 
replicates capturing most of the diversity, illustrate that the 
number of ASVs was still increasing for nearly all biological 
replicates, even when six DNA replicates were taken. The 
plateau was reached in only one location, more precisely 

Table 1. Output ANOVA’s. Results of the ANOVA’s for alpha diversity (ASVs and species level). Crossed factors are indicated with 
an asterisk, while brackets are used for nested factors. The output of the Levene test and the Shapiro test are shown in the second 
and third column, respectively.

Homogeneity Normality Df SumsOfSqs F Value Pr(>F)
ASVs
DNA replicates
Diversity

0.061 0.001
2 73688 60.135 4.712e-13

Diversity(Biological_replicate) 6 52849 14.376 7.874e-09
Residuals 42 25733
Pooled DNA extracts
Diversity

0.452 0.060

2 0.0046143 40.297 2.253e-07
Nr_pooled 2 0.0000096 0.084 0.920
Diversity*Nr_pooled 4 0.0000364 0.159 0.956
Residuals 18 0.0010306
PCR replicates
Diversity

0.626 0.053
1 0.00248999 47.430 2.632e-05

Diversity(Biological_replicates) 4 0.00037546 1.788 0.202
Residuals 11 0.00057748
Species
DNA replicates
Diversity

0.341 0.008
2 2955.99 168.022 <2e-16

Diversity(Biological_replicate) 6 115.15 2.182 0.0639
Residuals 42 369.45
Pooled DNA extracts
Diversity

0.526 1.689e-05

2 2064.30 149.828 6.023e-12
Nr_pooled 2 2.30 0.167 0.848
Diversity*Nr_pooled 4 50.37 1.828 0.167
Residuals 18 124.00
Pooled expected vs observed in HIGH diverse location
Nr_pooled

0.702 5.816e-04

2 34.670 1.7451 0.224
Method 1 9.400 2.9597 0.116
Nr_pooled * Method 2 12.600 0.6342 0.550
Residuals 10 99.333
Pooled expected vs observed in MEDIUM diverse location
Nr_pooled

0.977 0.0512

2 0.000188 0.257 0.778
Method 1 0.000227 0.620 0.449
Nr_pooled * Method 2 0.000597 0.814 0.470
Resiudals 10 0.00367
Pooled expected vs observed in LOW diverse location
Nr_pooled

0.359 0.0243

2 3.925 1.204 0.344
Method 1 0.453 0.278 0.611
Nr_pooled * Method 2 7.630 2.341 0.152
Residuals 10 14.667
PCR replicates
Diversity

0.385 0.00377
1 1210.04 339.841 1.279e-09

Diversity(Biological_replicates) 4 137.26 9.638 0.001
Residuals 11 39.17
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in two biological replicates (A and C) of the location with 
medium diversity (840) (Suppl. material 1: Fig. S7). In 
contrast, when looking at the species level, accumulation 
curves reached a plateau in all biological replicates (Suppl. 
material 1: Fig. S8). To pick up at least 80% of the species 
found in the six DNA replicates, two to three replicates were 
needed in locations with a high (120) and medium (840) 
diversity, while three to four replicates were needed in the 
location with low diversity. A detailed table with the pre
dicted number of species when using one, two, three, four, 
five and six DNA replicates from the species accumulation 
method can be found in Suppl. material 1: Table S5.

Finally, we assessed the impact of DNA replicates 
on detecting the number of species that were identified 
morphologically. For the location with high, medium 
and low diversity, 31%, 30% and 33% of the morpho
logically identified species were consistently detected in 
all six DNA replicates. When looking at the total found 
species across six DNA replicates (calculated as the un
ion of the six replicates), the detection rate was increased 
to 49% and 50% of the total number of morphologically 
identified species for the location with high and medium 
diversity, while the same percentage was found for the 
location with low diversity (33%) (Suppl. material 1: Fig. 
S9). A list with the species only detected with metabar
coding, with indication of the morphological identifica
tions that were only identified up to genus level, can be 
found in Suppl. material 2: Table S6.

Pooled DNA extractions

To investigate the effect of pooling DNA extracts on the 
detected diversity with metabarcoding, two, four and six 
DNA extracts of one biological replicate in the three dif
ferent locations were pooled before PCR amplification. No 
significant interaction effect between the diversity and the 
number of pooled DNA extracts was detected (Table 1). 
Also no significant difference between the observed num
ber of species or the number of ASVs in one, two, four or 
six pooled DNA extracts was observed (Table 1). Further

more, similar as in the DNA replicates, a significant dif
ference between the locations with high, medium and low 
diversity was found in the number of species and in the 
number of ASVs (Table 1; Suppl. material 1: Fig. S5b and 
e). When comparing the mean number of expected species 
in the two, four or six pooled DNA extracts and the ob
served number of species, no significant interaction effect 
between the number of pooled DNA extracts and the num
ber of species (observed vs expected) was detected in the 
location with low, medium and high diversity (Table 1). For 
each station, no significant difference between the number 
of species and between the number of pooled DNA extracts 
was observed (Table 1; Suppl. material 1: Fig. S10).

Between the separate and the two, four and six pooled 
DNA extracts, most (68%–88%) of the ASVs were unique 
(Fig. 3a). Yet, the number of shared species between one 
and two, four or six pooled DNA extracts was high for the 
location with high diversity (66%), while 31% and 41% of 
the species between one and two, four or six DNA extracts 
were shared in the location with low and medium diversi
ty, respectively (Fig. 3b). More unique species were found 
in the separate DNA extracts for the location with medium 
diversity (71%), while 17% and 30% of the species was 
unique for the location with low and high diversity (Fig. 3c).

PCR replicates

The number of shared ASVs between the different PCR 
replicates originating from the same DNA extracts was 
low and ranged between 9%–38%, while 52%–88% of 
the ASVs were unique for one of the three PCR replicates 
(Fig. 4a). At the species level, 40%–76% of the detected 
species in each biological replicate was shared between 
the three PCR replicates (Fig. 4b), represented by 80% 
of the total reads. However, there was still a high num
ber of unique species (17%–50%), but these species were 
represented by only 1% of the reads in the whole dataset. 
The number of ASVs and the number of assigned species 
differed significantly between locations with different di
versity (Table 1) and biological replicates (Table 1).

Figure 2. Variation of ASVs and species in DNA replicates. The percentage of unique and shared ASVs (a) or species (b) between all 
six DNA replicates are shown for locations with low, medium or high diversity. These percentages were calculated based on UpSet 
plots of the different DNA replicates in biological replicates.
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Finally, we assessed the effect of taking multiple PCR 
replicates on the detection of morphologically identified 
species. In the location with high diversity, 39 species 
were morphologically identified, of which 17 species 
were also found with metabarcoding. Most of them, 15 
species, were found in each PCR replicate. In the loca
tion with low diversity, three species were morphological 
identified, of which one species was also found with me
tabarcoding. This species, Limecola balthica, was present 
in all three PCR replicates (Suppl. material 1: Fig. S11).

Accumulation plots show that no plateau was reached in 
the number of ASVs, even when three PCR replicates were 
taken (Suppl. material 1: Fig. S12). When looking at the 
species level, only a small increase is observed when using 
three PCR replicates instead of two. However, in one biolog
ical replicate in the location with high diversity (HIGH-A), 
the curve is still increasing when using three instead of two 
replicates (Suppl. material 1: Fig. S13). To pick up at least 
80% of the species found in the three PCR replicates, one 
to two replicates are needed in the location with high diver
sity, while it varies from two to three replicates in the loca
tion with low diversity. A detailed table with the predicted 
number and percentage of species found in one, two or three 
PCR replicates can be found in Suppl. material 2: Table S5.

Betadiversity analysis of the DNA metabarcoding 
datasets

DNA replicates

PERMANOVA shows a significant effect of the diversity, 
as well as of the biological replicates on the community 
composition (Table 2). The homogeneity of dispersion 

was significantly different between levels of diversity and 
between levels of biological replicates, but based on the 
plot, the centroids were clearly distinguishable from each 
other (Suppl. material 1: Fig. S2). The diversity and bio
logical replicates explains 44% and 26% of the observed 
variation, respectively. The other 28% is explained by the 
residuals, here including the DNA replicates (Table 2). 
The nMDS plot using the Jaccard dissimilarity index il
lustrates clear clustering of the DNA replicates based on 
the diversity of the communities (Fig. 5). The Bray-Cur
tis index yielded identical results (Suppl. material 1: Fig. 
S14; Suppl. material 2: Table S7).

Pooled DNA extractions

The nMDS plot using the Jaccard dissimilarity index 
shows no separate clusters for the separate DNA extracts 
and two, four or six pooled DNA extracts (Fig. 6). The 

Table 2. Output PERMANOVA’s. Results of the PERMANO
VA’s for beta diversity on species level. Crossed factors are in
dicated with an asterisk, while brackets are used for nested fac
tors. The output of the permdisp is shown in the second column.

DNA replicates Permdisp Df SumsOfSqs F.Model R2 Pr(>F)
Diversity 1e-04 2 5.5435 32.425 0.44624 1e-04
Diversity(Biological_
replicate) 4e-04 6 3.2889 6.4125 0.26475 1e-04

Residuals 42 3.5902 0.28901
Total 50 12.4227 1.00000
Pooled DNA extractions
Diversity 1e-04 2 6.3483 29.0437 0.59102 0.0001
Nr_pooled 0.198 3 0.4361 1.3302 0.04060 0.1959
Diversity*nr_pooled 6 0.5689 0.8677 0.5297 0.6325
Residuals 31 3.3879 0.31541
Total 42 10.7413 1.00000

Figure 3. Variation of ASVs and species in number of pooled DNA extracts. The percentage of unique and shared ASVs (a) or 
species (b) between the separate and pooled DNA extracts are shown for the different locations. These percentages are calculated 
based on UpSet plots. Therefore, sets with the different replicates were made for the separate DNA extracts (1,2,3,4,5,6) and pooled 
DNA extracts: two (2a,2b,2c), four (4a,4b,4c) and six (6a,6b,6c). (c) The unique number of species in the separate and pooled DNA 
extracts (2, 4 or 6) for each location.
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PERMANOVA test shows no significant interaction effect 
between diversity and pooled DNA extracts and a signif
icant effect of diversity (Table 2). A significant difference 

in dispersion between the levels of diversity (and between 
levels of number of pooled DNA extractions) was found, 
but the centroids on the plot were clearly distinguishable 
from each other, indicating that significant PERMANO
VA results for this factor were not caused by dispersion 
effects (Suppl. material 1: Fig. S2).

Furthermore, 59% of the variation is explained by the 
stations, and only 4% by the number of pooled DNA ex
tracts (Table 2). As such, there is a significant impact of 
the stations on the community composition, but not of the 
number of pooled DNA extracts (Table 2). The output of 
the Bray-Curtis index can be found in Suppl. material 1: 
Fig. S13 and Suppl. material 2: Table S7.

Discussion

DNA metabarcoding is a promising method to study 
diversity, providing that the impact of methodological 
choices on detection of macrobenthic species is known. 
Here, we provide empirical evidence on the importance 
of DNA and PCR replication for species detection in bulk 
DNA samples to contribute to a metabarcoding protocol 
that is robust and reliable, but also time and cost-efficient. 
First, our data showed that a huge portion of the amplicon 
sequence variants (ASVs) were unique for a replicate, 
but most of these unique ASVs did not receive taxonom
ic assignment and represented very few reads, indicating 
that these ASVs did not reflect the genetic diversity in 
the sample, but were most likely generated during the 
metabarcoding process. Second, our results showed that 
there was substantial variation between DNA and PCR 
replicates, but this variation was lower than the differenc
es between biological replicates. Finally, when pooling 
two, four or six DNA extractions, a similar number of 
species and similar species composition were detected as 
in the separate DNA extractions.

Figure 6. nMDS plot for pooled DNA extractions, based on 
Jaccard dissimilarity index. Community composition between 
separate DNA replicates and pooled DNA extractions (marked 
with different symbols) in the different locations with low, me
dium or high diversity (marked with different colors) are shown.

Figure 5. nMDS plot for DNA replicates, based on Jaccard dis
similarity index. Community composition between DNA repli
cates of the different biological replicates (marked with different 
symbols) and between the different locations with low, medium 
or high diversity (marked with different colors) are shown.

Figure 4. Variation of ASVs and species in PCR replicates. The average percentage of unique and shared ASVs (a) or species (b) 
between all three PCR replicates are shown for locations with low or high diversity. These percentages were calculated based on 
UpSet plots of the different PCR replicates in biological replicates and used to calculate the means of the different biological repli
cates in the different stations.
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High number of unique ASVs per sample does not 
show the genetic diversity, but reflects PCR or se-
quencing errors

In this study, the dada2 protocol was used for process
ing of the raw reads, generating ASVs. A high number of 
unique ASVs was observed for a specific sample, even 
when these ASVs were obtained from the same homoge
nous ‘soup’ (DNA replicates) or DNA extract (PCR rep
licates). Most of these unique ASVs did not get a good 
taxonomic assignment with the used reference database, 
as just a small part (13%–41% for the different biological 
replicates) was assigned at phylum or higher level. Ayla
gas et al. (2018) noted a high number of non-metazoan 
taxonomic assignments, but in this study, even when these 
unassigned ASVs were matched against the NCBI data
base using Blastn, only an additional 8% of the unique 
unassigned ASVs gave a reliable taxonomic species 
name. Similar observations were observed in another me
tabarcoding study for macrobenthos using various primer 
sets (Derycke et al. 2021), where the unassigned ASVs 
were explained as unknown diversity, genetic noise like 
PCR or sequencing errors, nuclear pseudogenes or aspe
cific amplification of other genomic regions.

Our study allows to rule out some of these explana
tions. First, if the unassigned ASVs would represent 
unknown biological diversity, we would expect to find 
these ASVs in multiple DNA replicates and especially in 
multiple PCR replicates. Between DNA replicates, a high 
number of ASVs (62%–86%) were uniquely found in one 
replicate (Fig. 2a). With our reference database, between 
69% and 94% of these unique ASVs were not assigned at 
phylum level. Also for PCR replicates, the majority (52%–
88%) of the ASVs were unique for one of the three PCR 
replicates from the same DNA extract (Fig. 4a). Between 
55% and 92% of these unique ASVs were not assigned at 
phylum level with our reference database. After matching 
these ASVs against the NCBI database, still 83% of the 
unassigned unique ASVs did not receive a phylum level 
assignment. Second, if pseudogenes or other genomic re
gions would be amplified, we would expect this amplifica
tion to occur in more than one DNA replicate and in more 
than one PCR replicate, since the starting DNA pools are 
expected to be very similar for these technical replicates. 
We therefore conclude that most of these ASVs are prob
ably randomly generated during the PCR or sequencing 
process, for example due to base substitution errors and 
DNA damage. These results indicate that using ASVs 
without taxonomic assignment leads to inadequate alpha 
diversity measurements and highlight the importance of 
taxonomic assignment for biologically meaningful diver
sity estimates using DNA metabarcoding.

DNA replicates from bulk DNA samples increase mac-
robenthos species detection

The need for DNA replication in sediment samples has al
ready been demonstrated for several groups (Feinstein et 

al. 2009; Lejzerowicz et al. 2014; Brannock and Halanych 
2015; Lanzen et al. 2017). In bulk samples, DNA of all 
species in the homogenous soup is assumed to be pres
ent in the subsample for DNA extraction (van der Loos 
and Nijland 2020). In our study, roughly 75% of species 
were detected in multiple DNA replicates, and therefore 
at least 25% of species are in danger of being missed in 
studies that do not use replicates (Fig. 2b). This could po
tentially be linked to an inefficient homogenization of the 
bulk organisms. However, macrobenthic specimens were 
homogenized with a mixer or a mortar and pestle; the 
sample was thoroughly shaken before taking subsamples 
for DNA extractions and a thick ‘soup’ was observed. De
spite this homogenizing step, our results showed the need 
to take several DNA replicates when the aim is to detect 
as many species as possible.

Next to homogenization, larger and more abundant 
species have been assumed to be more easily detected 
due to the higher contribution of tissue in the ‘soup’, in 
contrast to smaller and rarer species (Deagle et al. 2018). 
If this is true, we expect that species that are consistently 
detected in all six DNA replicates would be large or more 
abundant than species found in only one replicate. This 
appeared not to be the case, as the distribution of size 
classes as well as of abundance classes were very simi
lar between the two categories (Suppl. material 2: Table 
S8). Furthermore, this bias is thought to appear more in 
samples with higher diversity (Hollatz et al. 2017). In 
locations with high diversity, smaller species (size class 
< 21 mm) were indeed more frequently found uniquely 
in one replicate than in all six replicates (57% vs 28%, 
respectively), in contrast to the locations with medium 
(20% vs 67%, respectively) and low diversity (50% vs 
83%, respectively). However, 50% of the species found 
in all DNA replicates were low abundant species (<5 
specimens), while 63% of the species uniquely found in 
one DNA replicate had low abundances. This suggest that 
there is no clear tendency towards detecting more abun
dant species in more species rich communities.

To detect as many species as possible in the homog
enous soup, multiple DNA replicates should be taken. 
One DNA replicate contained 45%–70% of the observed 
diversity, in line with the results of Lejzerowicz et al. 
(2014), where approximately 58% of total diversity was 
present in one replicate. In locations with high diversity, 
multiple replicates are needed to counteract for the bias 
in smaller animals, while in locations with low diversity, 
each species present has a high contribution to the total 
diversity, therefore, missing one species in this location 
can have a high impact.

Pooling DNA replicates does not change alpha and 
beta diversity patterns

The results of this study illustrate the need for DNA rep
licates, but if these replicates could be pooled, time and 
costs could be decreased. Our statistical results show that 
the number of species as well as the community composi
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tion observed in pooled extractions compared to separate 
DNA extractions were not significantly different, illus
trating that pooling does not alter alpha and beta diversity 
patterns. However, a small number of species (9%–38%) 
is no longer detected in the pooled extractions compared 
to separate extracts (Fig. 3b). First, this can be explained 
by the number of sequencing reads per sample. A higher 
sequencing depth can improve the detection of targeted 
organisms and estimates of alpha diversity (Smith and 
Peay 2014; Alberdi et al. 2017). For example, in a study 
on six freshwater macroinvertebrate target taxa, five of 
them were detected with 10,000 reads, while at least 
40,000 reads were needed to detect all six taxa (Nichols et 
al. 2019). In our study, we compared the species found in 
the pooled samples (with approximately 20,000 reads per 
pooled sample) and species found in the six separate sam
ples (each with 20,000 reads, so 120,000 reads in total). 
With the higher sequencing depth for the species found in 
all the separate samples, there is an increased chance to 
detect even the rare species. Indeed, 77% of species that 
are not picked up in the pooled DNA extractions have a 
low abundance (<50 reads), so the low abundance of spe
cies detected only in separate DNA extracts can explain 
the variation between replicates. Second, as we always 
used the same volume for the PCR amplification, less 
volume is taken from the separate DNA extracts when 
pooling, resulting in lower DNA amounts of the rare spe
cies present in one of the DNA extracts.

Despite the small differences observed when pooling 
DNA extracts, pooling provides more robust outcomes 
and can compensate for inefficient DNA extraction. The 
metabarcoding protocol and the decision of whether or 
not to pool depends on the research question. For exam
ple, in environmental impact assessments, the most abun
dant species are important to detect, as these have the 
highest impact on the community patterns. In this case, 
pooling is suggested as it can decrease time and costs. 
When the protocol would be used for mapping the diver
sity in a certain area, the rare species are also important 
to detect. In this case, DNA replicates are better analyzed 
separately or when pooled should be sequenced with suf
ficient depth, to increase the chance of detecting as many 
species as possible.

PCR replicates from bulk DNA samples substantially 
differ in the detection of rare species

In this study, a high variation between the PCR replicates 
was detected for bulk DNA samples. Several plateaus 
were reached in the different species accumulation curves, 
but moderate numbers of species were shared between 
all PCR replicates. A first explanation for the variation 
between the PCR replicates could be the low abundance 
of multiple species, as most species (91%) found in only 
one replicate had low abundances (<50 reads). PCR am
plification can introduce bias in the metabarcoding proto
col, mainly due to the stochasticity of the process (Leray 
and Knowlton 2017). The first two to three cycles are the 

most important, meaning rare sequences have a lower 
chance to be picked up (Kebschull and Zador 2015), as 
observed in eDNA studies (Sato et al. 2017). Occupan
cy models, assessing the detection probability, showed 
that at least eight PCR replicates should be used for taxa 
with low detection probability in eDNA samples (Fice
tola et al. 2015). However, these eDNA samples, which 
typically have low DNA amounts, are more vulnerable to 
stochasticity during the PCR amplification. In bulk DNA 
samples, a higher sequencing depth instead of more PCR 
replicates was suggested to increase the repeatability 
(Smith and Peay 2014). However, other studies on bulk 
DNA samples suggested a minimum of three PCR rep
licates (Bourlat et al. 2016; Leray and Knowlton 2017).

A second possibility why these species are not found 
in all three PCR replicates could be the primer efficiency. 
However, the used primer, the Leray primers set, has been 
shown to amplify most macrobenthic species of the North 
Sea (Derycke et al. 2021). When looking at the taxonomy 
of species present in only one replicate, some classes are 
highly present, like Polychaeta (43% of the species that 
are present in only one replicate). Because primer effi
ciency is low on sequences of Polychaeta, these sequenc
es do not always get amplified (Carr et al. 2011).

Third, the PCR amplification conditions are important. 
Since the same cycling conditions are used for all PCR 
replicates, it seems unlikely that this would introduce var
iation between PCR replicates. Also the same PCR vol
ume (25 µl) was used for the separate PCR replicates, but 
using small or bigger volumes can have an impact. Typi
cally, 10 µL to 50 µL is used (Aylagas et al. 2014; Clarke 
et al. 2017; Elbrecht and Leese 2017). Increased reaction 
volumes are suggested with high DNA concentrations, 
for example DNA extracted from bulk samples as in this 
study, to minimize inhibition (Elbrecht and Leese 2017), 
resulting in higher costs. Although lower PCR volumes 
can increase pipetting errors, volumes of 6 µL have been 
successfully applied (Braukmann et al. 2019). For bacte
rial 16S (Minich et al. 2018), as well as for metazoan bulk 
samples (Buchner et al. 2021), no difference in species 
richness was observed between PCR volumes. However, 
using smaller PCR volumes can have an impact on the 
PCR stochasticity, resulting in a lower detection rate of 
rare species, as explained above.

In this study, variation between PCR replicates was 
observed, particularly due to the stochasticity and prim
er bias of the PCR amplification, similar as found in a 
study on marine artificial mock communities by Ler
ay and Knowlton (2017). To detect as many species as 
possible, at least three PCR replicates should be used to 
counteract PCR stochasticity. However, the number of 
species uniquely found in one replicate (17%–50%) were 
represented by only 1% of the reads in the whole dataset. 
This indicated that for environmental impact assessments, 
which focus on the most abundant species, fewer PCR 
replicates could be used. To reduce the bias introduced 
by the PCR process, primer free approaches such as mi
togenome enrichment followed by direct sequencing or 
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capture-by-hybridization probes have high potential as 
there is no impact of primer efficiency (Liu et al. 2016; 
Giebner et al. 2020) or PCR amplification bias, but these 
techniques are currently still too expensive for routine use 
in monitoring.

Comparison between morphological identification 
and the metabarcoding method

Metabarcoding and morphological identification showed 
comparable results for the most abundant species. High 
abundances were found for 52% of the species detect
ed by both methods. However, approximately only half 
the number of species detected by morphological iden
tification were also picked up by metabarcoding. First, 
this can be explained by the different resolution of both 
methods. With the morphological identification, 15 spec
imens did not have a taxonomic assignment to species 
level, but only to genus, family or class level, while the 
genetic method was able to assign eight out of these 15 
specimens to species level (Suppl. material 2: Table S6). 
Second, often an incomplete reference database is said to 
be responsible for the decreased detectability (Aylagas et 
al. 2018), as often a high number of sequences lack a tax
onomic assignment (Leray and Knowlton 2015; Aylagas 
et al. 2018). Of the 26 species that were only found in the 
morphological samples, only six were not present in the 
reference database, highlighting that most of these missed 
morphologically identified species are not only due to an 
incomplete reference database. Third, in a previous study, 
we suggested that low abundances and primer efficiency 
are also part of the reason that some morphological spe
cies are not detected in the metabarcoding dataset (Dery
cke et al. 2021). Indeed, most of the species only found 
by the morphological method have low abundances (<3 
counts). Yet, some species, mainly within Polychaeta, 
have higher abundances, e.g. Notomastus latericeus was 
counted 17 times. It has been shown that primer efficien
cy is low for Polychaeta, due to the high variation in the 
COI gene, and therefore these sequences do not always 
get amplified (Carr et al. 2011).

Conclusion

This study highlighted the importance of technical repli
cates. First, taking into account the financial constraints 
and additional time needed with every DNA extraction, 
our data show that limited gain is achieved when con
ducting more than three DNA replicates for macrobenthic 
metabarcoding studies of medium and high diverse loca
tions. However, when sampling in a low diverse environ
ment, taking more replicates should be considered. Sec
ond, for environmental impact assessments, the protocol 
can be made more time and cost efficient by pooling the 
separate DNA extracts without a valuable loss in species 
detection. Third, substantial variation between PCR rep

licates was observed in this study. As numerous papers 
still lack PCR replicates, we want to emphasize the im
portance of taking at least three PCR replicates, the max
imum tested replicates in this study, when investigating 
species diversity. These results contribute to create time 
and cost efficient metabarcoding protocols for environ
mental impact assessments, so yielding reliable results.
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